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Announcement of Arranging Various Activities for Next Week  

Under the Adverse Weather 

 

15th July, 2023 

 

Dear Parents, 

 

The Observatory is currently issuing the Standby Signal No. 1. According to the forecast of 

the Observatory, Hong Kong will be affected by the tropical cyclone today and next few days. 

The weather will gradually get worse and there may even be squally showers and 

thunderstorms. The Observatory also states that it has been extremely hot recently and the 

high temperature weather continues. It reminds citizens to pay attention to their personal 

health status, drink plenty of water to replace the lost water in body, take measures to prevent 

heatstroke and cool down when working or doing outdoor activities. 

 

Due to the unstable weather in the next couple of days, the originally scheduled to organize 

K1 and K2 Closing and Award Presentation Ceremony in the auditorium of The Mission 

Covenant Church Holm Glad Primary School in the afternoon on 17/7(Mon) and Parents’ Day 

in the morning with “Water Fun” activity held for K3 students in the afternoon on 18/7(Tue) 

will have the following arrangements. Please pay attention and make cooperation. 

 

(1)K1 and K2 Closing and Award Presentation Ceremony 

If the Observatory issues Red Rainstorm Signal, Black Rainstorm Signal or Typhoon 

Signal No. 3 before 8:00a.m. on 17/7(Mon) and it predicts that the above warning signals 

will be extended to 11:00a.m. or later, the ceremony will be cancelled. We will choose 

another day after the new semester starts. All students do not need to return to school on 

that day. 

 

(2)Parents’ Day 

If the Observatory issues Amber Rainstorm Signal or Typhoon Signal No. 3 before 

8:00a.m. on 18/7(Tue), Parents’ Day will be held as usual. Please come to the school to 

meet with class teachers according to the meeting time and take your children’s learning 



portfolios. If you can arrange family members to take care of your children, you are 

advised not to take them to school if possible. 

 

In case of Red Rainstorm Signal, Black Rainstorm Signal, Thunderstorm Warning, 

Landslip Warning, flooding are issued by the Observatory and our school area is being 

suffered by severe storms, the meeting of Parents’ Day will be changed to online or by 

phone. At that time, class teachers will contact you through the above methods according 

to the appointed time. As for the children's learning portfolios, you can pick them up at 

school on 10/8(Thu) or the commencement day of new semester. 

 

(3)The“Water Fun” activity for K3 students 

Owing to the uncertain weather and the risk of hand, foot and mouth disease 

transmission still exists recently, we have decided to cancel the above activity in order 

to protect the health and safety of children. We apologize for any inconvenience caused! 

 

We will continue to pay close attention to weather changes and notify you soon if there is 

any latest news or updated arrangements! Thank you for your attention.  

 

Wish all you good health and all the best! 

 

 

Yours faithfully, 

 

 

General Office 

 


